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1) Have any data been collected for this study already?

No, no data have been collected for this study yet.

2) What's the main question being asked or hypothesis being tested in this study?

1. Repeatedly exposing healthy individuals to situation-specific experiences of social rejection (acquisition phase) will lead to increased levels of

situation-specific depression-like social expectation (SDSE).

2. Repeatedly exposing individuals with increased levels of SDSE to SDSE-confirming (consolidation phase) vs. -violating experiences (extinction phase) will

lead to differential changes in the levels of SDSE. More specifically, levels of SDSE will (a) increase or keep stable if said individuals are repeatedly exposed

to SDSE-confirming experiences (i. e. situation-specific experiences of social rejection) and (b) decrease if said individuals are repeatedly exposed to

SDSE-violating experiences (i. e. situation-specific experiences of social appreciation).

3. Using different expectation-focused psychological interventions (EFPI) in individuals with increased levels of SDSE will affect the decrease of SDSE-levels

due to repeated SDSE-violating experiences. More specifically, decrease will be lowest in individuals who get an immunization-facilitating EFPI, modest in

individuals who get no treatment and highest in individuals who get an immunization-inhibiting EFPI.

3) Describe the key dependent variable(s) specifying how they will be measured.

Extent to which subjects expect personal interest / disinterest from their next listener after answering a self-disclosuring question in a

webcam-conference-like setting (rated before each trial on a 7-point bipolar likert-scale ranging from - 3 [max. disinterest] to + 3 [max. interest]).

4) How many and which conditions will participants be assigned to?

There will be four experimental conditions:

1. Immunization-inhibiting EFPI + repeated SDSE-violating experiences

2. No treatment + repeated SDSE-violating experiences 

3. Immunization-facilitating EFPI + repeated SDSE-violating experiences 

4. No treatment + repeated SDSE-confirming experiences.

5) Specify exactly which analyses you will conduct to examine the main question/hypothesis.

To examine the first hypothesis, we plan to conduct a repeated-measure ANOVA on indices of SDSE-levels derived from the key dependent variable with

the within-subject factor TIME (start of acquisition phase vs. end of acquisition phase).

To examine the second hypothesis, we plan to conduct a mixed ANOVA with post hoc tests on indices of SDSE-levels derived from the key dependent

variable with the between-subject factor TREATMENT (no treatment + repeated SDSE-violating experiences vs. no treatment + repeated SDSE-confirming

experiences) and the within-subject factor TIME (end of acquisition phase vs. end of extinction / consolidation phase).

To examine the third hypothesis, we plan to conduct a mixed ANOVA with post hoc tests on indices of SDSE-levels derived from the key dependent variable

with the between subject-factor TREATMENT (immunization-inhibiting EFPI + repeated SDSE-violating experiences vs. no treatment + repeated

SDSE-violating experiences vs. immunization-facilitating EFPI + repeated SDSE-violating experiences) and the within-subject factor TIME (end of acquisition

phase vs. end of extinction phase).

6) Describe exactly how outliers will be defined and handled, and your precise rule(s) for excluding observations.

We plan to exclude participants who do not fully undergo the experimental procedure and abort their participation prematurely.

7) How many observations will be collected or what will determine sample size? No need to justify decision, but be precise about exactly how the

number will be determined.

We will collect data until 160 human subjects have fully participated in our study or until July 30, 2019 (whichever comes first).

8) Anything else you would like to pre-register? (e.g., secondary analyses, variables collected for exploratory purposes, unusual analyses planned?)

Hypothesis 1: The hypothesized effect might be larger for individuals with higher vs. lower indices of depression, dysfunctional expectations, fear of
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negative evaluation and lower for individuals with higher vs. lower indices of cognitive flexibility.

Hypothesis 2a: The hypothesized effect might be larger for individuals with higher vs. lower indices of depression, dysfunctional expectations, fear of

negative evaluation and lower for individuals with higher vs. lower indices of cognitive flexibility.

Hypothesis 2b: The hypothesized effect might be larger for individuals with higher vs. lower cognitive flexibility and lower for individuals with higher vs.

lower indices of depression, dysfunctional expectations and fear of negative evaluation.

For exploratory purposes, we included a questionnaire assessing demographic data.
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